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ABSTRACT

Objective: to analyze the profile of appendectomies performed in the Brazilian Public Health System (SUS) and to compare the laparoscopic and laparotomic techniques of appendectomy. Methods: This work used information from DataSus from 2008 to 2014 (http://datasus.saude.gov.br). We compared the data of patients submitted to laparotomic appendectomy with those submitted to laparoscopic one. Results: when comparing the total growth of appendectomies, the laparoscopic route increased 279.7%, while the increase in laparotomic surgery was 25% (p <0.001) in the study period. With regard to medical and hospital costs, laparoscopic appendectomy accounted for only 2.6% of the total expenditure on appendectomies performed by the Unified Health System (SUS) hospitals, with an average cost 7.6% lower than that of laparotomy procedures, but without statistical significance. The mortality rate was 57.1% lower in the laparoscopic approach when compared with laparotomy. Conclusion: there has been a significant increase in the laparoscopic route in the treatment of appendicitis, but the method is still rarely used in SUS patients. The costs of laparoscopic appendectomy were similar to those observed in laparotomic access.
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INTRODUCTION

Acute appendicitis is the most common cause of acute abdomen in the child, adolescent, and young adult, with a peak incidence in the 2nd and 3rd decades of life1. In 1894, McBurney established the surgical treatment as the best way to handle acute appendicitis, and in 1983, Kurt Semm, a German gynecologist, performed the first laparoscopic appendectomy2. Despite the description of the success of the clinical treatment of acute appendicitis by some authors, appendectomy, either laparotomic or laparoscopic, continues to be the treatment of choice3,4. Technical variations of these access routes are described in the literature, depending on the stage of the disease and its evolution, the patient's clinical situation, the surgeon's experience, aesthetic aspects, the patient's anatomy and the availability of local resources.

The classic laparotomic approach is through the McBurney5 incision. The laparoscopic approach, usually performed through three ports, is a minimally invasive method and associated with a lower incidence of postoperative pain6,7.

It is of extreme relevance that studies are made to compare the techniques and encourage the training of professionals with the modern surgical methods, when these are superior. Santos Júnior and Guimarães emphasize the evidence-based surgical practice on the importance of research with high scientific background8.

The objective of this study is to analyze the profile of appendectomies performed at SUS and to compare the laparoscopic and laparotomic techniques.

METHODS

This work used DataSus information from 2008 to 2014 (http://datasus.saude.gov.br). To obtain the data, the we used the Portuguese terms for “appendectomy” and “videolaparoscopic appendectomy”. The analyzed variables were: total number of hospitalizations, total hospitalization costs, mean hospitalization costs, mean length of stay and mortality rate. We compared the data of patients submitted to laparotomic appendectomy with those submitted to laparoscopic one. We placed the data in an Excel spreadsheet and exposed it in charts. For statistical analysis, w used the Chi-square test, considering p <0.05 as significant. The work was approved by the Ethics and Research Committee of the
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RESULTS

The total number of appendectomies was 684,278 in this period, with a mean of 97,754 per year. Of this, 2% were laparoscopic, representing 13,801 procedures in absolute values. When comparing the total growth between the years 2008 and 2014, the laparoscopic route increased by 279.7%, while the increase in appendectomy by laparotomy was 25% (p < 0.001) (Figures 1 and 2).

The number of laparoscopic surgeries in the South Region of the country corresponded to 57% of the total number of those performed in Brazil, followed by the Southeast Region, with 29%. The laparotomic route was used in these regions in 21% and 41% of the total number of surgeries, respectively (Figure 3).

The total cost of surgeries performed, counting medical and hospital expenses, was R$ 318,207,595.08. Of this total, surgeries with laparoscopic access accounted for 2.6%, with an expenditure of R$ 8,137,417.59, while for the laparotomic procedures the total expenses were R$ 310,070,177.49. The average cost of the laparoscopic surgeries was R$ 500.06, 7.6% less than that of conventional surgeries, which had an average cost of R$ 537.88, however without a statistically significant difference.

The mean length of hospital stay with laparotomies was 3.8 days, while with laparoscopy, 3.6 days, with no statistical difference.

DISCUSSION

Acute appendicitis is the most common intra-abdominal pathological condition requiring surgical intervention. Thus, it is extremely relevant that reference services have surgeons trained to perform the surgical technique that brings greater benefits to the patient and that can deal with eventual complications of the surgical procedure. Most appendectomies in SUS patients are still performed through laparotomy. There is no consensus in the literature regarding the benefit of the laparoscopic route in relation to the laparotomic one, especially when regarding costs and mortality. Although the laparoscopic approach requires specific instruments and greater technical qualification, our study demonstrated that there was no increase in hospitalization costs when using the laparoscopic route. However, the need for specific equipment associated with the need for surgeon training justifies the lesser use of the laparoscopic technique in SUS. There are a number of surgeons who still do not master the laparoscopic technique, and the material needed to perform the procedure is not widely available in hospitals attending SUS patients. But considering that only 2% of the surgical treatments of acute appendicitis were performed laparoscopically in the period studied and that this has a 7.6% lower cost in relation to the...
laparotomic route, taking into account the figures raised in this work, if all surgeries had been performed laparoscopically, there would be a reduction in the total cost of approximately R$ 23 million.

In addition, laparoscopic surgery is a less invasive method with less repercussions, both systemic and in the abdominal wall. In this study with SUS patients, there was a 57.1% reduction in the mortality rate in relation to laparotomy. It should be considered, however, that there was no comparison between the access routes by gravity of the cases and It is possibly that more complicated patients had the initial approach by laparotomy.

Contrary to what we observed in our study, most patients with acute appendicitis operated in private hospitals are preferably submitted to laparoscopic surgery. This reality, however, is already beginning to change, since we observed a significant increase in the number of laparoscopic procedures in the Study period, well above the increase in open appendectomies. The Southern Region of Brazil was where the largest number of laparoscopic surgeries were performed, possibly due to the easier access to equipment and to the surgeons training.

Early recovery, less need for analgesics, earlier return to daily activities and better aesthetic results are major factors in favor of laparoscopic appendectomy. Our results, however, did not show a significant difference in patients' mean hospital stay. Sozutek et al. conducted prospective, randomized study and found a significant difference in length of hospital stay, in which the laparoscopic route showed a reduction of 0.8 days in relation to the laparotomy (p <0.05). In our country, this fact could contribute to increase the availability of beds in SUS hospitals.

The tendency is that laparoscopic surgery becomes the method of choice for appendectomies, as reported by Coccolini et al. in a recent literature systematic review. The method was superior in cases of obese and female patients, besides facilitating the exploration of the entire abdominal cavity when necessary, allowing differential diagnoses and cleaning of the cavity. In patients with peritoneal adhesions due to previous surgeries, with generalized peritonitis or with previous intra-abdominal inflammatory diseases, laparoscopic surgery may present greater technical difficulty and greater chance of conversion to laparotomy.

Figure 3. Distribution of laparoscopic and laparotomic surgeries in Brazil’s five regions between 2008 and 2014.

Figure 4. General mortality rate according to the access route.
This paper presents some limitations. One of these occurs due to the restriction of the information in the DataSus, since this database does not allow to widely evaluate the patients’ epidemiological profile. Variables such as gender, ethnicity, age range, comorbidities prior to admission, complications related to the main disease, degree of inflammation of the appendix are also not available in this database. Groups of patients were similar, which could somehow compromise the final analysis. A better development in the database, especially considering clinical and surgical urgencies, can be useful in the planning of strategies for the best service of the population in the emergency services. In addition, it uses data only from patients treated at SUS hospitals, not allowing the analysis of patients operated in private medical services. On the other hand, the series obtained by this database is considerable and the most extensive so far in the country.

Thus, the present study suggests that the laparoscopic route has a growth potential for the treatment of acute appendicitis in Brazil, with the possibility of reducing treatment costs.
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